CHAIRMAN OF JUDGES’
COMMITTEE WALTER VAN DEN
BRANDEN OF NETHERLANDS
AND HIS STANDING COMMITTEE
WORKING WITH GREAT
INTENSITY AND
TRANSPARENCY FOR WBPF

Walter van den Branden of the Netherlands faces the toughest challenge
being the Chairman of the Judges Committee. His job is to ensure fairplay. All judges are selected to officiate basing on their merit of their past
records. He has wealth of experience in judging. Walter was involved as a
judge for the past 30 over years and he is an upright fellow and does not
favor anyone. He is diplomatic and soft spoken and handles the judging
system with great attention to ensure fair results in competitions. His job is
not an easy task, he face critics who are unreasonable and aggressive when
their athletes lose in a competition but to Walter this is understandable as
he is fully aware that no losers would be happy in any sport and he
understand their attitude but then he is not the one who decides the final
results of the competition, it is the judge’s decision which is final and
binding.

Walter has a competent team of 4 officials to assist him and he is proud to
work with them. The four officials are:
1. Sugree Suprawakil of Thailand – Secretary of WBPF
Judges Committee. He is the General Secretary of
the South East Asian Bodybuilding and Physique
Sports Federation (SEABF) and also to the Thailand
Bodybuilding and Physique Association (TBPA).
Sugree serve as the Secretary of the Judges
Committee in the Asian Bodybuilding and Physique
Sports Federation (ABBF).

2. Zoltan Toth of Hungary (Member of the WBPF Judges
Committee). He is the Executive Committee Member
of WBPF Hungary and was a former great champion
bodybuilder with experience.

3. Amir Bayat of Iran (Member of WBPF Judges
Committee). He is one of the most active members
nominated by the Iran Bodybuilding Federation. He is
also a member of the ABBF for the past 12 years. A
former great champion bodybuilder with vast
experience in the field of bodybuilding.

4. Joe Daniel of Cook Islands (Member of WBPF Judges
Committee). He is the Chairman of the Judges
Committee of the South Pacific Bodybuilding
Federation. He has many years of experience in judging
bodybuilding competitions, and has been officiating in
many competitions in his area which includes the
South Pacific Games.

